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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

A.

INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of_ the . transistor in 1948 many ~ec_J::i:-

nological barriers have be~n overco~e in the field of semic_o nductors.

Unfo.rtunately, however, there is a considerable .

period of time between the discovery of a scientific phenomena and i -t;;s widespread use and tmders:tanding by practicing
engineers.

The motiva~ing factor which pro~pted this inves-

tigation was primari:;t.y the lack.of knowledge whic1:1, the author
possessed concering transistors.

The selection of the ampli-

fier and oscillator design confined the study primarily to
.J

the transistor.

,

•

. •

Considerable_ time, holAfever, had _to be spent

in the study of basic transi~tor theory before any phase of
the de_sign could be effected. ·

B.,

THE- PROBLEM

Statement gL .pr~blem~· This st~dy was . unde!.'ta~en to · ·
investigate·..the theoretical _and p;r-ac_t~cal appli~~:tion of . the
trans_istor . in a bap.d p~ss amplifter and a var_iab+e frequency
oscillator.

T~e· primary objective was t9 develope a ll.L~ified ·

2

des.ign a~proach for . ~oth circ:ui ts.

The sp.e cifica t:ions which

the intermediate · freq~ency amplifier was expected to meet
were; (1) a povrer gain of 50 db; (2) a one megacycle flat response using stagger _tuning.

The oscillator was to be_varia-

bly tuned. and operate at a frequency of ten megacycles.

Importance .Q.f the study.
in many electronic applications.
where radio frequencies are used

Band pass amplifiers are used
In any communication network

as

the carrier .of informat.ion

it is · necessary .to have at the receiving portion of ·the system ample means for the amplification of the incoming s;gnal.
The int~rmediate.frequen<?Y amplifiers ~n radio ~eceivers, :for
example, provide up to _90% of the ·required gain, therefore, .
these amplifiers are a major part of most receiving systems.
Oscillators find application in many t.ypes of systems including radar, radio, and television as prominent examples.

It might ·be· well to point out, at this ~ime, that
many of· the concepts used i.n design of •. low frequency amplifiers
are appli_qable to high, frequency circuit desi~ . wi_th some reservation.

In general, the design of high frequency circuits

are more complex due to the nature of the ·transistor and
circuit components.

3

C.

THE.SCOPE OF THE IMVESTIGATION
·The investigati~n was divided-into two parts, a

theoretical analysis of the circuits and an experimental
verification of the design.

Theoretical investigation.·

The design of the amplifier

circuit involved an investigation of the neutralization of
transistors, coupling ·networks, bias stability, _input impedance measurements, high frequency equivalent cir~uits,
and basic transistor theory.

Much of the in:rormation ob-

tained in the st~dy of the amplifier proved useful in the
design of the oscillator circuit.. '

Experimental verification.· The_ intermediate amplifi_~r
and oscillator were cop.structed.'

Experiments l:'lere then c·on- .

duct~d to _enable a co~parison with _the -the·oi:-e~_ically expected
results and those actually obtained. '

D. .REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In the interest of ·preserving :the coherence of the·;
investigati<;>n a rev~ew_ of literature. will not be given at
this time. ·As the need arises, background inf'ormation will
.,

be provided durin~ the developement of the different phases

4

of the design.·

E.

ORGANIZATION·OF- THE .. REMAINDER OF THE THESIS

In-Chapter II the eq.uivalent._ci~c~it to·be used in
the design of the amplifier is presented. ·Included also is
a study of the theory of neutralization, the design of.the
neutralizing cir~~it, and the experimental results· obtained.

Chapter III is devoted to the theoretical determination and experimental verification of the input. impedance of
the transistor in. the grounded emitter configuration~

The

bias .networlc and stability of the transistor is . treated in
Chapter IV.

of

Chapter Vis concerned with the determination

the required bandwidth ancl ·coupli~g ·.networks.

is devoted to the determina~ion of power gain.··

Chapter VI
The material

..

in Chapter VIt ~s conc~rned entirely ·with ra~io frec,1.uency.
oscillator design and experimental results obtained from
tests perform~d · o:p. the ci~cui t. ·

The conclusions and suggeste~ fields of endeavor which
.

.

co~ld prove fruitful as· f~r a~·p!ovi~~ng additional. infor-· ·
mation about transistor ampl~fiers and oscillators ·are men. tioned .in Chapter VIIr~

5

CHAPTER II
NEUTRALIZ!\.T°IOM OF THE TRANSISTOR AHPLIFIER
A~

INTRODUCTION
A two terminai p~ir network is unilateral if ·a~. ex-

citation placed at one .terminal pair produces a response at
the second terminal p~ir and an excitation applied to the
seoond terminal pair prod~c~s.~o resp9ns~ at th~ fi~st termina~ pai~o

N~t~orks .capable of transmission in both the .

forward a¢. re~e:rse direction ar~ considered nonunila.t eral
or bidirectionalo

A .transistor is inher·ently a no.nunilateral deviceo. _
·This fact pres.~r.its the de.sign _e11g~ne~r. with a for:midable problem whe~ at~empti~g to .des~gn a tuned . radio frequency amp~i- .
fiero·

In thi~ ;respeq~ v~cuum .. ~up~-~ ~av~ ~- q.~tJni ~e -~q.vantage

since ·t~ey ~re e·sser_1tially. _unilateral in nature except at
extremely high frequencieso

Bo

THEORY OF NEUTRALIZATION

Methods ·.Qf. neutralization.:· ;rh~ t~?,ns.i~to~ .l?~:ing .of
.

a nonunilaterai natu~e

is· cap~ble

.

of back~ard transm~ssion

..

, or internal feedback·~ The disadvantage of this is twofold:

6

1.

The input

~na·

output immittances ·respecti:vely ._

are funct.ions of .the load and gE3nerator impedances.
2.

The _circuit m~y b~come_ qsc~llatory without·'-:

the addition of an extern~l-feedbac~ circ~it.
The above _dis&dva~tages make it neQe~sary.to ne~tralize_transistor circuits ·used in the .above mentioned .application.·

When stages · of. . an am.plifier are tuned the depend§noe of ou:tput and input immittances qn_the load and generator impe9-ances_ make accurat~ ..al~gnment of the .stages
virtually ~mpos~ible.

For exampie, __if the reasqnant f~e-

quency
of tr;ie secq11,d s_t~ge of
.

~

three
stage amplifier is
.;

changed by some increment of frequency, the impedance o_ffered to _ the following stage is suqject t<>. a change as ,'trfell
as the ~nput impedance to the second _stag~-·

Therefore, a

ID:~~ns by whi_c:q._ ~hes~ _d_isadvantage.~ .~re . eltminc!Lt.ed:- .i .s requir~~ if ·transis~c;>~s are to be ·used ·at high frequencies
in tuned amplifiers~

_Currently there a;re. :two- means ~vail~ble py wJ::iich _the
~ffects of· ba~}cw~rcr t~~ns~~ssion .O'.A ~he_ ii:iput and, out:pu:t. .i~'."". .
p_e~al:1,Qes .of :tr~nsis:t;or~ can. b~ ej.i~i~ate<t. _Fi:rts~,. ~l:l~. -_~tages
may be purposely mismatched, that is, instead of matching a

7

1500 ohm output to a JOO ohm · input, allow the output to
ooe opp~oximately a JOO ohm loado

The loss of po~ar for

a miocstch ouch as this is only approximately 2 dbo

Seo-

ond.D the amplifier may be made unilateral or neutrallzGd
by the addition of an external network.

It is the seoond

method uhich is of primary concern· since, its use results

In some cases 1

in maximum power gain from the transistor.

t:liloro oomplete neutralization is used, the amplifier hao a

· groat0r gain than that obtained from the unneutralized unit.

T)JJ3ocr gJ_ neut,x:alizAtiono

A two port device can be

dofined completely by two voltages and two currents as shown
belo~ in Fig. 1.
A,

Az

T!WIS!STOfi

FIG. 1

1:GJ

TRAMSISTOR TERMINAL VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS

There are six sets of two linear equationswhich may be
uoed to describe a two terminal palr networ}c.

These equations

involve six sets of· different parameters, four of which are

useful in determining internal feedback.

1

These parameters are;

All references are in the bibliography

8

i.

h parameters

2.

y para.meters

3! z parameters
4. g par~meters .
These equat~ons he.ve this general form in matrix notation:

11.] =

KII

N"&

t\ .denotes

where
.

.K,,.
l(_ 1,.,_

J· [-L,J .

(1)

L"'

the dep~ndent variable, Li the· _independent

.

v~riable, and Ki ·the networl<: p~~ameters.· The K parameters
have a .phys~cal rel~~ionship to th~ network depending on
their position in the matrix.· Th~y are:
K is·an input immittance
11
_K12 is a backward transfer ratio
K21 is . a forward transfer ratio
K _is an outpu:t immi t _tance
22
K12 .i~ the pa~~eter which determine~ ~he ~agnitude of the .
response ~t t}J.e i _n put tern;iin~l . fpr an__exqi tation :at the _<;>ut~
put .terminals.

K is responsible for -internal feedback.
12

The ~etwork . is -~ ilateral if K _is equal to zero._ .
12
Th~· importance of. unilateraliz~~ion _i~ re~<l;ily seen .b y comparing the input and qutput imriiittance of a .unilateral and a
. nonunilateral networlc.

9

·consider the oirouit in F~g. ·1.

The two linear equa-

tions for the nonunilateral configuration are: ·

e, .~

4,, "'~

-J-

j,.,_ ~z.
(2)

The input impedance is

The output admittance is

(4)
Wh~n ~he network is made unilateral h

12

is equal to zero and

the input impedance is

(5)
The output admittance. i~

(6)
~h~~

Thus,. .w~ see

_a neµtra1.i~~q.. ;p.etwork ha~ __an :tnput

and oµtput ~rrµni~-t;;~rioe wb.i:.c;h_.t~ .. i:Q.q.ep~;nq.~p.t of. Zg ..Q~.. .Yi·
prob;Lem of ref;J.eq~ed:-.i~:ped~Q~s ·ts. thereb:y" eliminated
.

.

The

by

.

co~plete neu~rali~atioµ, which_~n essence, is achieved by·
making the input terminal~ response independent of the ex-

10

oi~tion·at the output_ terminalao
An equivalent circuit for the common omitto~ connection is shown in F.ig. 2 belo~o
NN'

if

I

t l~

/-;/

Ge

A -/-o<
O<

C-e =
FIG. 2

A'z

Ce

/-<><o

le'

,,fz

~

Ce~

-A"re

fh
<O

I

:J 7T :/c<u~

rJ

HIGH FREQUENCY EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

To determine the external feedback

required to

cauoe the backward t~ansmission to be zero a balane~d b~idge
circuit shown in Fig. 3 is utilizsd in the ana.lysiso·!

·R2 -~Q.

r 0 are neglected -because of their large relative magnitudeso

FIG~

3·

A BRIDGE NEUTRALIZED CIRCUIT

11

. 'l'~e .: requ~red el~men'l;s to effect complete ··n_e utralization a~:e _C1, C2, C3, and R.

C,

For a balanced bridge

R

~
=
I&.
Ca..
C3· I .

I

:

. ..

(7)

.

If~b~<.tJCcthen the effects of feedback _through Cc are caneelled by inserting only C1•

This does not result in complete

neutralization bu:t does consider.ably reduce the variation of
input and output impedance.

The partially neutralized output

impedance is derived in Appendix 1.

T~e 2N1271 has an extremely low rb'Cc product, typically, 300 psec. The sym~ol used for 10- 12 is "p". C0 is approximately 3 pfrds and rb' is very much less than X0 •

C.

·

EXPERI~ENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE NEUTRALIZING· CAPACITANCE
· The neutralizing· capacitance wa~ determined experimeri,-

tally by applying a ·RF s~gnal at ·10 Mc·~· ~o the output of the .
transistor.

The· magrti tude of . the signal at the _fun:put :; was
..

tuned to a minimum by varying Cn• '.

The circuit used to ac-

complish ·this is s~o·wn ·schematically · ~n Fi·g . - 4~; Fig~:

5

shows the actual red~ct.ion of feedback voltage by neutralization.

The actual change was .OJv to .002v with a signal of

.J1v on ·_ the collector •.,

12

//)lie. /'

R.f

. ~£fl£/?4TQ/l

FIGo

~

NEUTRALIZATION OF TMNSISTOO

FIGo

5 THE BASE T.O EMITTER VOLTAGE
. Ao

Bo

UNNEUTRALIZED

NEUTRALIZED

13

The :procedure

. ]2r.o~edurc.;.

used in the experimental

determination .of Cn was to apply a signal to the output ~d
vary c1 until maximum voltage was obtained at tll.e ·oscil1o. scope. This indicated .when the collector tank circuit was
tuned to 10 Mc.

en was then adjus~ed until the signal at

the base was-the smallest value obtainable.

The neutraliz-

ing capacitor ,·ras then measured on the "Q." Meter.

The

values obtained for Cn are shown in Table 1.

NEUTRALIZING CAPACITANCE ·

TABLE I

.

Unit

.

en

-

N2/N1 Cn

B

4.o

1.66

c

4.8

1.96

D

7-. 6

J.'15

.

The _quantity N2 /N ·Cn is the value of Cn used ·if the=.
1

output transformer had a turns ratio of one to ·o ne·.; :en x
.

.-

.

N2 /N 1 should be approximat.e ly ~qual to C0 where N1/~2. ~

2~41

,Ponc?i,.usionn.·

. . oiroui·t

t1aS

The effect

~r

neutralization

: ~~

the .

realized ·.when upon completion of . the e:mpliff~t~

.·:· ·:'.otegas an attempt.

t18.0

made to accurately .,tune tho. c:o up+lng

14

. ,.

networks.

.

Without neutral·iz~tion the spurious oscillations

were so severe that ·no '·.tuning could be accompli.s hed until the
neutralizing ca:paci tors. were adjusted...
for Cn were within t~e specified range

The values obtained

for ·c 0

ancl are there-

fore in agreement with the theoretical expectations.

CHAPTER III
INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE DETERMINATION
A.

INTRODUCTION
Prior to the design of interstage coupling networks

the input and output imped~ces of the transistor must be
known.

This enables the designer to meet ·the circuit re-·

quirements for a specified Q and, at the same. time, match
impedances to effect maximum power transfer from stage to
stage • .

Statement of the problem.

The input and output im-

pedance of a transistor used in high frequency applications
must be neutralized unless the tra~sistor has incorporated
in it some particular mechanism which causes it to completely or, at least, .for ali practical ·pur.poses -t6 act as a
unilateral device.- The tetrode transistor is one . of this
type.

A potential is placed across the. base region which

reduces th~ effective path for carriers, consequently, a
decrease in the high frequency resistance _rb' is realized.·

The transistor chosen for this partic~lar ~pplication is a surface alloy diffused base transistor
manufac·,
-

·tured by the .Philco Corporation.· This transistor is es-
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peqia.11y._suite~ :for high frequency appli~ation~ at ten
m_eg~CY(:les beca:t:se. ~t has a· lo~ rb' C0 p~odµQt~ - . Th~s transistor, however, must he neutra1ized"br "some external m~ans.
Neutra1izatio~ and· the reason it is required are discus$ed
in· Chapter I.I.

The pro~lem is the determination of the inpu~ and output impedance of.the tran~istor with neutr~;ization.

The

neutralized.input and output.impedances are, with. good approximation, equa~ to the input and output short circuit impedances qf the tr~nsistor.

This method is suggested

by

the

Philco Corporation.3

The chapter is divided into two. par~s, (1) a theoretical.analysis of the exp~rimental m~a.surements· to be car.

..

...

ried on and (2) experimental resul·t s.·

B.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF INPUT AMD OUTPUT IMPEDANCES

The.,_tr~sistor can be described a9-~quately using h
..

parameters.

e, = I,, ,,i, r J,a. ea.
A'"&. =.j ,., ,.{; -,.
e,_

,~a.

.

.

(8).

Upon addition of a neutr~lizing networ~ aqju$ted so
that h 12 =_O a new set of h parameters are obtained.
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( 9)
If in a transistor E 2 = 0 a good appr9xination to
the neutralized input impedance is

(10)

They parameters for the transistor are defined by
the following equations:
/

1

1f,Cj

,(?.. :: .fi., t;

r

$1..· e.,_

-I- .:,'%.2-

e

(11)

1...

In the typical junction transistor today y 11 is much less
than y 12 • The magnitude of difference between y 11 and y 12
being approximately a factor of 10 or greater, the input ·
impedance is not affected appreciably by neutralization,
that is,
~

...r;~ =J~,

""'
o.Y,, ,, =
.f~z
~,: ~ $,,

+J/,,

,,
(12)
· (13)
(14)

The admittance parameters y 1 • apply to the neutralized
circuit, yi" to the neutralizing circuit alone, and Yi to
the transistor.
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The short circuited input impedance was .!Ileasured·at

9~0, 9 • .5;. 10.0, 10.'_5,. and 11.megacycles.· The circuit used
to measure this is· shoi,m in ·F ig. · 6~·

The equiva1ent cir-

cuit usea. to theoretically determine the inpu·t impedance
was chosen because ft is well suited for this particu;tar
application/ It was developed by J. ·B.' Angeli.-4 -T~e
equivalent circuit and solution for the input impedance is
shown in Appendix 2.

The short circuit and partially neu-

tralized output imped~ces are determined and compared in
Appendix 1.·

C.

EXPERIMENTAL DErERMINATION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
The first· method investigated to provide input and

output . impedances proved too inaccurate and cumbersome to
warrant its use.-

Essentially, the approach was to reson~te

a tank circuit with the input capacitance of the transistor
and then remove -t he tank circuit from ;:the input.;

The. tank

_c ircuit was then connected. to the inpµt ~erminals: of a Q
meter and the required capacitance to resona.t~ the ciroui~
at the spe·c ified· frequency was measured.·' · The magnitude _of
the input impedance -was determined by measu~ing the volta~~
.

.

across the ·input and.the current. through it.: Once the
magnitude of the input i.tnpedano_e and the capaoi·t i ve react- .
· ance was obtained the resistive component of the input was
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determined • .. The_ result of ~he mea~uremen:t was·· not in agreemen~ with the theoretical expe·c ta.tions due to the. variation
,
.

in stray capacit~nce_ c~used by moving ~he tank circ~it,

and

the difficulty in . reading input voltages accurately.

The method which was used with a fair degree of success was one ~ncorporating a high frequency b~idge circuit
used in conjllll:ction with a sensitive receiver.

T_h e bridge ·

eir~uit also provided mea$urement in far less time th~L the
pr.evious method described •
. . The equipment used in this measureme~t was 605~
General Radio Fr~quency St~d~rd Oscilla~or, A. Genera+ Radio
Type 916A Bridge, _and :a Hammeriund Sup~~~p~o Receiver.

This

equipment was connected as shown in Fig. ·6.

The ~ype 6Q5~ Standard.Signal Generator has a frequency ~~ge of

9.5 _k.~~ to JO Mc. ru;td th~ . qutput· is co~tinualiy

variable from. 0.5- ~icrovolts to _: !91 vo\t_.

The typ·e 916A .

R~dio Frequency Bridge f .s a _nul~ :instrur~ier;i.t _f~~ us·e in measuring -imp~dance -at __frequ~nci~s. 'r~om

~00

k~-'c ·. · _to

_60

r4c._: ·The

Ha~~~l\Ul;d .Super~pr.o Receiver CQVers. a . f~equen¢y rang~ :or_
100_k·. c.~ _to. ·20 M9._ . The re9eiver. ha~ .·tl'~o :reatu~e~ ·_Whi_c h ·are·
essential to permit ·.its use as a bridge . detector,· a manual
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AVC

11

on-9ff" switch, and a beat· frequency oscillator..:

The oscillator, which provided a constant amplitude
signal, .· was connected to the input

o·r

the bridge. · The un-

known terminals were connected ·to the inpu·t (or output) terminals of the transistor •.· The output of the ·b ridge was con11ected to the receiver which was tuned to' the frequency of
the oscillator.

The AVC was turned off to enable accurate

seleotton of the. nu11:·· point, · and the beat frequency oscil- ·
1ator in the receiver· allowed detection of the constant
amp~itude. RF from the bridge.

The impedances were read from the bridge.

Since the

bridge was a series impedance measuring device the readings
were converted to their effec·t ive parallel impedances.
was accomplished and ·t he result sho.wn·. in Table II.

This
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TABLE II

INPUT AND OUTPUT II-'{P.EDANCE OF THE 2-N1271
WITH FREQUENCY ~S THE VARIABL~

I0

=

.

2 ma., Ve= 10

UNIT B.·

Frequency

Rin (ohms)

91n

{pfrds)

R .
0

(ohms)

.co

.
(pfrds) ,

11 9 0

467

15

2290

s

lOQ.5

}04

15

2290·

s

. 10q0

.50.5

15.

2000

5

9·95

.523

2600

5

9o0

467

15
. 1.5

2270

5

~equency

...

.-

R

·in -

{ohms)

Cin (pfrds) · Ro (ohms)

Co Cpt~o>

4700

2

489

15
15

2810

2·

1090

571

1_5

3080

2

ioqs

.548

15

3120

2

11o0

640

is

32.50

2

9~.o

467

995
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TABLE II (continued)

UNIT Do

rFrequency · Rin (ohms )

.

1

· - - - -·· -···-.

·· -····-··· ·· · ·-····· ·········

--·

I .

Cin ( pf rd_s ) j R0 (ohms)
·- ... -·· -. ... - - .. .... _...... .. - -···

.

co

(pfroci·)

11o0

191.

20

2060

2

10o.5

194

20

20.50

2

10o0

214

20

2350

2

20

2221.

2

2010

2

I
....___:_:_!__L__ :;~------------------20
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CHAPTER IV
BIAS NETWORK DESIGN
A• . INTRODUCTION

There has been cori:siderable work done on the bias stab.ilization of ·transistorso '

It is the purpose of this chapter

..

to design a bias network which will afford . ~tability over
a range ·or temperature from 78°F~-- to 250°F. : The method of
appro~oh to this problem has been investigat~d by s~·- K~·; Gha.ri.di~
.

.

and it is his conclusions which are used in the .physical explanation.

Changes in temperature to which a transist~r is subjected ._resu1ts in a shift in operating point and in some
instances ca~ses _the· transistor t ·o de.stray itself.·
.

Incr.e as-

. .

ing temperature~ _c ause eleot_on-}:iol_e pairs to be :gen~ra:ted· ~n
the base . and collector ·regions.: _· In an ·NPN transistor the
electrons tend to migrate to the· collec.t or and the holes to
.

.

the base~· The re~_u lt . ~s the leal<:age cur~ent _.increases, . and·
the base region developes a hole-exeess causi~g base current
to flow. · The amow:i.t of.b~se current which . flow~ depends on
.the magnitude ·or the impedance in the base
lead.· If in· a
..
.

.

·

unit ·t ·ime only·a fraction,' K, ' of the ele·c .t rons entering_ in .

2.5

Tc,w
--6.Tceo
o<&k

':< .7~

FIG. 7

"('- · ··· ·· LL.le

TRANSISTOR CURRENTS .

'the base are removed the ba_s e current is K Ict>o•

The (1-K)

Icoo _causes electrons to be injected from the emitter, 11Jhich
increases the emitter current.

A fraction of these electrons

reach the collector and {1-D() combine with holes in the base,
t.·1hioh results in the current relationships

(1.5l
(16)

ll-Tc

This increase in collector current results in increased
dissipation in the collector and .consequently a slightlyhigher
temperature which causes an increase in electron-hole pair
production and the· process is repeated.

The ambient temper-

ature and the cooling technique utilized determines if the
process increases until the transistor destroys itself, or
at some elevated temperature becomes atable.
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. .The ~eoond f~otor which increases the'thermal sensit.·.lvity .of this.dev-ioe is the ·rorward resfstanoe of
the base
·to
.
.

·.emitter dio4e.·· . The ~esi.s_tari.ce. of .. this· j~ction d~oreases as
.

.

.

the temperature . is increase~ .resulting in a further increase

in

emi.t ter current.' The magnitu~e _of this ·inor~ase ts de- .

pendent on the relative impeda~ce lev~l·s of the base and

emitter leads.

In general stabilization is improved if (1) The base
...

. ...

.

is fed from a low impedance s_o uree (K~ 1); (2) The emitter ·
.. . .
. .. '6
is fed from a ~igh.~mpedance_source (Aie~o) •

. B.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The previous section provides -a physical,explariation

· of th~ meohantsm ·of ~perating point variation$ with temper-.
ature ·.·ohanges·~: It i.s neo~ssary ~ow to examine each .factor in

part_icular whfch affect~ _the . stabilization of the operating·
poi~t.:
..

The .specified maximum and minimum values of current

~atn ·hr~ at

the op'era:ti_:rig poi?J.t.'ls

since ·. the' va:riati_~ n . in

_hre

.an _i~portan.t

-consideration

taI_<as·. _into account ·.tlie' qha?lge in

current gain a~,t io°ipated · if _- ~he transistor.s ·a~e r~place_abl~o
.The variat.ion of :hfe caused by t~mperatur~ ' changes must also

-be. includGdJ this informat·ion oan b~ obtained....f~om ·graphs
.·
:uotal-ly: mado ayailablo by ~ho ~ufaoturer.: ·

~of' collector current

uhi0h\ua~ d1soussed prevlouBl.y inor~aes

·: 6·~·-s - "8% per. degree ce~tigrade
change· of

Th~ . variation

and

doubles l1ith a temperature ·

9-1-1°c.· ·In the design _c;>f the bias network, the ··

minimum
valve· of I C ·O is -assumed zero, and the maximum ·vaiize .. ·
.
8
ls obtained from ·transistor curves of I 0 9 0 versus temperature~-~

The variation of V&e must b.e taken . into .account~';
Undor normal bias conditions

Vee

for a sil~con·transistor·ia

approximately+ .7 volts but it may become necessary at
.

.

. elevat~ t~mperatures to revers_e bias this junction to · ob~
..
tain lot1 values· of collector. current. ·

Fig. 8 shows a typical grounded emitter stage which
.·

.

· ls · a general circuit.·
• ·

This circuit was anal.Y.zed and from

I

··the results the resistive components used in the final oir-

. ouit were calculated.
...--------4

Vcc .

Vs
.

.

FIG.· 8 TYPICAL
GROUNDED EMITTER
STAGE
.
..
'

.

-.: ·.· ,

The f6llowirig equations apply to the circuit.in Fig~
~

.

Q-1e

.

..

= /~ c< .

(1?.)

Ic" i/e Is +Ice-t> · =ire 1tJ ~/1/e -1-1}Ieo .

(i8)

L = ot Ie ~.1;"
..L.1: :::

~

(19)

(/;re -rij-4 ~ Zo .

-=4:~1

+

a.·

R:/k ~J;E

.(20)
(21)

-Iro;fo

The method used to design the bias network was to obtain two
equations for v8 :
1. When the temperature is at its minimum valµe,

.
=V
oemax •

that
I£ is a ·m1n1mum·and the worst oonditions
,
.could occur are for h . = h
fe
fe min '
and I
= O. Thus,
co
- ~IJ

Ila _
=j(,lfo rl)
2.

vIll!

.

-1-

L'~}.11=

Hid

~Jk.,,u

(22 >

When the temperature is at its maximum value~
.. IE · is

a maximum and t ·he worst' value th~. para~

meters could .have are . for hf
V
8£

= V

er min

, I . = I .·

co

co max

e

•

·= h

ra

max

t

Thus,

, ' \

,

Solving Equations :. 22 and ·.23 ·the value of R

can be calculated

in ter~s of R· · and the circuit parameters.

The resulting

.
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equation is of the form
(24)

where K and C e..re· .. ·c onstants.

bias network

v9

To. convert to a single battery

had to be determined from Equation 22.

is done in Section

~his

c.

Stabi.li°ty r~lationshin.

The. stability factor ·vf the

bias circuit is defined as the rate of change of I
spect to I 00 •

with reo
·This factor gives an indication as to the re-

lative merit of the bias circuit when subjected to changes in.
temperature.

Equation 21 is used in the determination of the

stability of the network with the following substitution for
baae current:
(25)

Making this substitution fo::- :i;f), replacing Ic. by

~» +

Ieo and neglecti~g V~e an eq~ation.for stability is obtained
by ·differenti~ting I

0

. with

respect to Ic·o~

i
(26) ·.

Co

DESIGN OF THE· BIAS NETWORK

Enumerated below is the proce~tire
circuit design.?

used in the bias-

JO
1.

Range of temperature was 78°F to 25Q°F.

2.

The values ~f Iqo obtained from~ graph sup~pli~d by the manufacturer w~s Ico·max· = .50 micro
amperes and InvO IDl.ll
- . ·= O.

3.- The current gain was determined
.

by using the

.,

man-·

facturers tolerance and addirig to-the maximum
specified value the var-iation due to temperature at the upper limit •. This was determined
from a plot of the transistor parameters versus
temperature.

The minimum va~ue_of hfe remained

the same because the param'e ter variat1ons were
normalized to ?8°F . - The maximum value :for. hf·e
~as 47, and the minimum value was 11.

4.· The maximum and minimum values of emitter current were determined by the ·points on the I
.

'

C.

_versus power out curv~ ·at which .the gain was
reduced by 1 db.'
were I-e max

=

The values· of I 0 determ~ned2 . ·7 6 _ma. · - and _Ia min = 1 • .5.5 · ma. -

·The actual values used_ in the design equ~ti?ns
were modified by a facto~ of 1.5% due to the·
·tolerance of bias resistors.
resulted in I

e max

·The· .correction

= 2.23 ma and I

e min

=

1. 795 ma.·

.5 • . Usi~g Equations 22 and 23 RB_ was then solved
in terms of R ·• ·

e .
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{Ir= NAx :.. Ie tt•N) «.1:
lco Ht\¥_ IE l\AA -·

.

...

.

+Var:'"" - VaE·~~: _
-t-

)\,e. lf'lt ~,

IT:"
·\

tta/J

te H ·~ 1- I

(27)

Let RE= 1000 ohms which is sufficient to swamp the ·
base to ~mitter forward resistance.

R8 is equal to 2.25K

ohms.·

The value of VB is determined from Equation 22 which
is the condition of minimum temperature.
of Equation 23. shows why the V8

Close examination

is determined from the equa-

tion for minimum temperature.

.The term - ( I
RE) which be·.
co
comes -signi(icant at. high . temperatures has a tendency to ··..

lower V6

•

·Therefore, in the design the highest value of

Ve

is chosen and the associated voltage divider is calculated
for this particular quantity.

The bias circuit used for the am!)li-fier .is .a ·single__
. ..

·r~- _

. battery type ·shown in Fig. _ 9. _· HJ -~s equal to· RE ~ . . T,he__

-sistor R~ may be found from the fo+l9wing relationshi~_.l'lhioh
· neglec.~~ the input coil resistance.

(29).. _;_

J2

(30)

The final bias circuit is shown in Fig. 9.

ID K.A...

FIG. 9

D.

BIAS CIRCUIT

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

%he pr9cr<::t\y-t,.e •

To check the accuracy of the design

equations one of the units wes subjected to a temperature
change of 172°F to determined the variatl0n of Ie.

The

transistor was inserted in the designed bias circuit, and
the voltage across Re was monitored by usine a vacuum tube
voltmeter.

A heating element was connected to the transistor.

The temperature was controlled by a variac which supplied
power to the heat_source.

Temperature readings were obtained

from a Weston thermometer attached to the heating elemen~ f.pproximately

15

minutes was allowed for the temperature to

stab1liz~before the initial reading of. IE was taken.

The

same interval of time was allowed between each successive

33.

reading. · This data ·shown in Table III.

Conclusions • . The results are plotted graphically in
Fig. 10.

The -variation in ~e· as the temperature w~s changed

from .84°F to 2.50°F · was 144 micro· amperes·.

The emi tte~ cur- .

rent stayed well within the upper lim~t . of the desired value
of p.76 ma., since, the maximum experimental value - of Ie wa~
less than 2.0 ma.

The minimum value of Ie ~llowed was

1._5.5

ma. which was considerably less than the minimum obtained ex.
perimentally (1.a ma.).·

The .stability predicted theoretically was 2.94_, this
is in close· agreement wi.t h the experimental results.

The

graph o__f Ic-o versus temperature ·provided by the manufacturer
of 50 micro amperes 0ver the· rang~
co.
of.tempera~~re considered. The expected increase in I 0 is~
I co which is 150 micro amperes. The .value.found exp~rimenshows a -variation in I
.

tally was 144 micro amperes change 1rt Ie.

Since the networl<: -is. designe_d for. niax-imum protection
at the higher temperatures, the value · of ~c i _s usually lowe~
than the optimum value of 2 ma. at which maximum power gain
occurs.
of :e ·•
2

Thi~ problem is eliminated by increasing the _size
This results· in only. a slight change in. stability.

T
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TABLE III.
R~ING

---·4

STABILITY DATA

TEMP~TURE

.

( F)

:

·i

--~;~ENTI
(ma}

-------- --· -----·- ~---------- ----t-··--·--· -·- ----~--1
. .
84. o
I
1 •8o
~

~

2

88.0

1.80

3

99.0

1.80

I

4

109 • .5

1.81

I
I

I

5

140.o

6

159.0

1.82

I

I

1.84

179.0

Ij

1.8.5

8

205.0

II

1.89

.9

250.0

!

7

~·--------···

I

I
i

1.94

•· . . -- -· · . ---- ------·-·---.l---- ··-···· -·· -· · -

CHAPTER V

DESIGN' OF COUPLING NErWORKS

A.

INTRODUCTION

The coupling networks used in the amplifier interstage
networks were · of the single-tuned ·transformer coupled type.
.

.

The ·o riglnal design was for three staggered tuned stages separated .to give . a flat bandwidth between 9.5 and 10.5 Mc. Theo.r etically this is erit-irely feasible, however, practically.
the design of . these stages proved impossible.

When it was

fou.."YJ.d that a . ~on~ megacycle flat response could not. be obtained
;he design requirements were changed to allow a one megacycle
response betwe_e n the three db points.

This chapter is divided

into two parts; (1} devoted to the work done in an endeavor
to stagger tune the stages; (2) ·the _:final design of the singletuned stages which were ultimately used in the :amplifier.

· Interstage design .f.2!:. stagger-tuned amplifiers.· First,
the center frequ~ncy and required Q for the ne~works wa~_ determined.

This was accomplished ~sing methods previously
developed for vac~um tubes. 8 To obtain the required bandwidth,
two _s tages with a dissipation factor ~f D at frequencies of
f 0 ofartd f 0 /Ctf were required.

The third stage was -tuned to
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the center frequency of the cascade and had.- ·.a d:i s~ipation
factor of~.

The dissipation factor is defined _as 1/QL.

QL i~ the loaded Q<? ·f the co.il, ando(is equal to one plus

.4JJJ •
. From the design equations previously mentioned the
frequencies of the tuned · circuit$ were found to be _9.58· Mc/,
10 Nc.;. and 10.~33 Mc. with loaded circuit Q's of 20,10, · and
20, respectively.

·The design of the two stag~s _requiring a

_·~ of 20 were impossible to fabricate with the material
.· a~ailable.

To . illustrat~. ·the difficulty encount~r~d;: : .c.o ns.id:er.: .the
design of an interstage coupling network at a frequency of
10.433 Mc~ ·- This is typical of the problem which arose :·in
attempting to secure a QL of 20.

The c _o i·l s were i·10und by _hand and a _ tria~ . and error ·
.

.

.

procedur.e,; was used to. obtain the valu.es of inductanc.e becau~e
the permeability of the core ,-ias not ··lcµ<?l'm}-..· rni tial~y. it _y ms
assumed that the coupling circuit acted as : a_perfect . tra~s~ former which transformed impedance _propor~ional _to· .-_the _.·s quare
of the turns - ratio. : This· assumpti.on is only valid
· if'-,- the
'.
'

'

coefficient of coupling between the primary a.i:i,d .secondary
inductances is approximately equal to one-. · This assumption
is verified in another · section of t!lis. chapter.·

It is desir-
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ous to match the output of a generator to the load i:f maximum power transfer is to be ·realized.
when R 0

= Q2

This match is obtained

where R . . is the input resistance to the
in
in
transistor and R _ is the output resistance neglecting coil
R

0

losses·.

The selectivity or bandwidth relation is determined
.

.

by- the QL of the circuit which is equal to
/1
(fL

lo

= A~ · =

z7T£o fr~
z

( J:L)

where Ct is the capacitance required to cause. the tank to.
resonate at the desired frequency and R0 /2 is the resistance
in parallel with the coil.: Using the above relationship ~t
wa,s found to

be

equal to 247 pfrds.

Having determined Ct,· Lt
2
was readily found _fr.om the relationship Lt= 1/Mo Ct.· Lt
was found to be • 943 x 10-6 . micro henries.·

The coil was -then wound on a Miller #4500 ao.just~ble·
ceramic form with a. ferrite core.

When the.· Q was . measured on

a Q Meter it was found that the coil possessed a Q of JO~.
However, upon further -investigation i_t. was found if the coil
was woun?- ~oo ·near the mount_ing nut, this fastener would act
as a short circuited turn, lowering the Q of the coil by . 4o·
·to 50 percent.

When the coil w~s properly located on the

form the Q of the .circuit was found to ra~ge be~ween 50 and_
60 for the three coiis forms.

Knowi~.th~ value of~ the .

effective shunt resistance of the coil could be f .o und from
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the equation Rc

= CtuXL =·58 x 61.7 = 3580 ohms~

~ is the

unloaded Q, that· is, the Q of the cofl alone~· The output
.

.

resistance of the.transistor· was found to be 2486 ohms. By
.

.

matching the input to the output the ef.f ective resistance in
shunt· ·with the tank circuit is 1243- ohms, neglecting ·the: ef~
.

fective coil resistance.
.

.

When the resistance of. the· coil is

.

taken into account an effective shunt resistance of 1243/4823
3580 = 1060_of:Ulls is obtained.

The loaded·
QL is now R 0 /XL
.

=

1060/61.7 = 17.2. ·The obvio-µs thing to do i~ ·to r~duce the
value of

XL.

~

reduction in XL is accompan~ea· by a reduction

in R (shunt resistance of the coil),· a.nd_ it was found that
c
no matter how.much~ ·~ as ~ecreased'the ~ - would never approach the value of_Q desired.

This condition is a result of

initially having a low value of inductive reactance.
decreases, and the

~

If XL

is l~rge enough, ·th.e change in ~c in

.

.

parallel with R 0 of . the _transistor. i~ not as. large as t~e ·
change _bbtained in~, thus, the %.would increase.
cases, when t~e

~

In most·

of the circui.t is not too h~gh a redu.ction

i~ inductanc_e usually .compensates for .th~ resistance of the
coilo

A more thoro~gh theoretical-investigat~on into. the
feasibility ·of obtaining the desired selectivity character.- .
istic with a ~-of 50 proved interesting.9
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I1' Bl' is defined 8:S 41'/f o' g01 as the ~µtput conductance of transistor one, g

12

as tae input conduciance of tran-

sistor two, then an ~quation is developed which gives maxi-

mum po~er transfer efficienQy as a function of B1 1 and~·

.

-,;

FIG. 11

.

COUPLING HETWORK

.

Referring to Fig. 11 the pow'3r available from transistor one -is
()2)

where I

is outout current of transistor one.
ol
delivered to transistor two is

o _
l

lroJ\g .i.1..

z. - ( ~o,

.
)'2.
+ j, *"J~z_

The power

<JJ > -

Power transfer efficency is defined as
(34).

j,·,'
{

rr
must be e9.ual
this shows that for n to be equal to unity, ~-,1

to zero and g

01

equal to g. •
12

B1 ' can also be expressed as

B,' ==

3 01 + ~ l.:1.. ~1.

J \ <Qu

..

().5-)
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Obtaining g 1 from Equatio~ 35 and substituting into EquatiC?n
34 n is found as a ·functi~n (?f g 01 and gi 2 • D:ffferentiating
n with respect to gi 2 and equating the result to zero yields

'?QQ1f : //-,(// ;{l

-JA

(J6)

Upon substituting values .for B1 ' and~ the efficiency
is 43% of the maximum obtainable if g 1 · was zero. This loss
of 57% of the ava~la?le . power shows that even if the coupling
circuit could .be des~gned this loss of power would greatly
affect the configuration of the response cur~e and a flat
response would not be obtained.

The in~bility to obtain the desired QL and the above
mentioned effect on the response curve resulted in changing
the coupling circuit requirement to a 1 Mc. · bandwidth between 3 db. points.

This problem w~s a result of the authors
.

.

lack o-r la1owledge on the subject of transistors and coupling
nePworks at the time the selectivity requi~ements :for the am~
plifier were chosen.

B.

DESIGN OF ·SINGLE-TUNED STAGES

To obtain ·the ·" desihed bandwidth with three cascaded
stages of amplifiers single-tuned, allowance had to be made
for the reduction of bandwidth due to the selectivity of
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each circuit.

It is intuitively evident an overall bandwidth

of l ·Mc between 3 db points cannot be bbtained ~Y the use of
three stages, of ban~width equal to. 1 Mc.

It has been shown

. that n single-tuned stages have an overall bandwidth
(37)
where B1 is equal to the.bandwidth of one stage, B
is equal
ln
. 10·
to the bandwidth of n stages and n is the number of stages.
Solving this for B wi~h Bln = 1 Mc., and n = 3 it was
1
found that B = 1~96 Mc. Equatiqn 3! yielded a yalu~ of Ct

1

equal to 65.J1t,t4frds. from which L was determined
to be 4.64
.
.
x 10 -6 micro henries~

The Q of the coil above was 58 which

yielded an equivalent Rc

= 16,800 ohms.

It was foun~ that

neglecting the .resistance of the coil the output resistance
of the amplifier was· 1243.5 ohms which resuited in a loaded
QL of 4.28.

This Q was too low to_m~et the · per stage. band-

width requirement_ of 1.96 Mc. _Agai1:l a trial an(}. error pro.cess was used and the Lt of the· coil· reduced in small s~eps
until a Lt_·of 3.47 micro henries was obtained~

This value of inductance res.ulted in an inductive reactance w~ich made. the% obtainable with a slight mism~tch.
..

The resistance. o:r the coil (Rc

...

..

= Q XL)·, was

combined with the

output resistance of the transistor which was matched.to the

The parallel ~esistance of R

input of ·the _following .stage.
and 11

6 was

c

found . to be 2080 ·.·ohms.

If the input were matched .

. to this resistance we would have 104o ·ohrµs ~cross the tank
· circuit which results in a loaded Q of 4.78.

Therefore,

rather than reduce;~ any further the reflected input
. •

impedance was made of such size that the required QL 9ould ·
be obtained.

The val~e of a2R. was found to.be 2380. R
,
·
in·
in
2
was equal to 408 ohms, therefore, a was _5.82. The final
turns ratio was 17/7.0.5

= 2.41 = a.

The value of inductanqe originally required was 4.64
micro he~ies, which finally became_ 3.47 micro henries.· The
factor by which the inductance was reduced was 1.34, to keep .
the ~ea~onant frequency constant the capacitance was_ increased
by 1. JL~, resul t.ing in a Ct of 87. 6 pfrds.

To determine the

capacitance actually.needed in.the circuit the transferred
-

.

.

input capaci tanqe ( 2. 9 pfrds.) , ~he__output c~paci tance · {3 pfrds.)
and the st~a~_ wiring capacita.~ce (0-20 pfrds~) had to b~ _subtracted from C't•

This.resulted in.a physical ·c apacitance of

approximately 60 pfrds,- which was obtained.from a fixed capacitance

of

45.3 pfrds. and a trimmer capacitor of 5 to 20
.

pfrds.

.

.

The grap}:lical results of the frequency respons_e . is

shown in Fig. 12.

The overall bandwidth is a small amount

less than 1 Mc. ·The perce~t error being·approximately .2.5%.
Table V shows the values used in Plot~ing the graph of Fig.
12.
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Determination .Q.f.

~

coefficient .Qf. qoupling.

The

.method of measurement of the coefficient of coupling utilized the Q Meter to determine the mutual induc·tanee of the
coils.

This was accomplished by first measuring the induct-

ance of the pr"imary and secondary windings.

'i'wo coils which

are mutual·l y co~"'lected have a total inductance given by the.
expression Lt

= L1

+ L2

.±

2~, the plus- or minus sign is de-

terinlned by whether or not the coils are connected so the
mutual fluxes ·are aiding.

If the primary and secondary are

connected one value for Lt is obtained, by_ reversing the connections on one winding another value for Lt is obtained.
The difference in these values is 4 times ·the mutual inductanoe between the two coils.

Knowing the mutual, primary, and

secondary induc~ances K could be evalulated from the relationship K

=

M/~ o
2

Table IV shows the values of K obtained for

the three units.

TABLE J.V

COEFFICENT OF COUPLING

United Tested

Coefficient
of Coupling

1
2

3
With the coefficient of coupling near unity the transferred
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im:pe~ce of the _coupling network could_.be a~sumed prop~r-- ~
·-

tional to the square of the· turns _ratio~· ·.T hi·s verifies· the·
'

'

assumption made in the design of the coupling networkso' -

TABLE V FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA

FREQUENCY
·..(Mc)

·' ·

AMPLITUDE

FREQUENCY·

AMPLITUDE .

(Mc)

Bo·o

~-175

10.2

1!

802

.19

10~4

.75

8~-4 .·

.21

10.6

,5a ·

·a~·a

·.30

_· _10.8

,45.

·9~0

.37

11.0

.35

9o2

.48

1-1.·2 ·

~-2 6

9o4,

.61

11.4

,22 ·

9~6

• 79

11~6 ,

~·1a- .

~-/8

.95

11~8

!:14

1.00

12.0·

.10

9

i ..

10.·=o·

·-
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CHAPTER VI
AMPLIFIER GAIM

A.

INTRODUCTION.

The high frequency power gain of a transistor m~y·be
expressed in terms of ~undamental device parame~ers.

The

first portion of this chapter will be 4evoted to the · theoreti..

cal" determination of high frequency power gain and then the
experimental. results will be evaluated.

Construction o~ the

amplifier will be considered and the problems encounteredJ~l't.ill
be discussed;

Rigorous analysis by Pritohard11 has shown that the
high frequen~y power gain of the transistor can be expressed_
by the following equation
i'(J

I

IQ( . :

G =·as. fo-a. r1/ee·

(38)

Experiments -have shown that this equation.is valid in· the following frequency ~ange.
p/

LZ

()$~/)/' ~ .

(39)

The trans"istor selected for use in this amplifier is
a Surface Alloy IDiffused-base silicon semiconductor.

It has
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ano(00 frequency of approxim~tely 60 Mc.
dieted with ~he use of .Equation

The power gain pre~

38 was a minimum of 18·db.

and a maximum 9f. 21~·'6 ·:-db.·: q.epending on the value of r

'C
b· c

used in the calculation, JOO or 16.5 psec respectively~ · ·The
above me;ntioned .r_ange of rb·
. •·c c is controlled in the manufao~
ture of the unit. ·

B.

CONSTRUCTION

In the construction of the intermediate amplifier
.

..

shol'm schemati.cally in
Fig~ 13 a two · inch
wide and· eight and
.
.
one_half inches lo"ng strip of _p1astic bread board material
was used.

Fittings could. be inse3:t·~d in the plastic for mount-

ing· ·t1>1e .: compon_e nt~ · and transistor easily•' The .circuit was
.

.

constructed and a resist~n<;}e chock performed to ensure that
.

.

.

no wiring errors . were. made.·· The assembled amplifier is shown
in F:tg. 14.·

The battery -.voltage was then applied;- this caused

the circuit to start a random oscillation .~hich preven·ted any
attempts t _o tune the coupling -networks.=
lack of neutralization.i

_T h.is .was due to. a

It was found that each circuit must

· be. neu~ralized before these oscillat:i.~ns would·· de.sist. : The
second and third. transistors were removed from the circui.t·.
and the-_firs't stage neutraliz·e d as described_ in. Chapter I I...
.

.

.

Once this circuit was neutralized the second transis·tor was
inserted and .neutralized.:·· This process was repeated on the
third stage.. and oscillations did not recur..

When . the Stand-
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ard _Frequency Oscillator was connected to tpe_inpu~ osci1~·
lations were encountered if the amplitude of the signal input was raised larger than

.5 millivolts.

Ao

B.

FIGo 14

ASSIDIBLED UNITS
A.

AMPLIFIER

B.

OSCILLATOR

It was found .that if the supply voltage was bypassed_by a 4
ufrd ta~talytic capa9itor the oscillations ceased.

This capac-

itor was put directly across the .battery connections at the
amplifier.

· With the circuit funtioning properly the neutralization was retuned, to account for any slTglit variation due · to
the load changes since the initia?- adjustment was made wit~
the circuit not ·terminated.

Tuning was -accomplished by plac-
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_ing the scope leads across -the 427 ohm load rooistance and
·tuning from ·the input to the output stage.

Th.is had ·the

disadvantage of adding some shunt capacity to the final stage
due to the 14 uuf present in the scope probe.

This would be

corrected in an actual circuit.

Co

EVALUATION OF GAIN

The power gain of the transistors to be used in the
amplifier were checked and found to have the ·gains shot1n in
Table VI. These gains were obtain from a circuit uhioh

l1B.S

terminated in 427 ohms.

TABLE VI

POWER GAIN PER STAGE

UNIT

POWER GAIN~

18

A

I
I

I

L

B

16

c

18.6
I

t

I

i

'
i

J

I

The actual power gains are somewhat less than the the..

oretical values due to the wide tolerances on parameters alloued in the manufacture, as ·an example, the varia·tion allooed

ls 11 to 36, a variation of over 300%. The coupling
fe
.
and bias networks may cause a reduction from the theoretical
for h
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power gain of_ .5·,_ db_. _to 3 db., and the equ~tion ·itself gives
a slight:t.y highe·r gain than can be obtained a·t the lower _f requencies.

l·lhen the · three amplifie!s were . ~~sc~ded tr1e overall
powe~ gai~ was founq._·to be_ approximately 49.1+ db.

Ther·~ - is

margin for a large pe~centage of error in_. the_ measurement

o:r

the overall power gain. due . to the test equipment _available.
The measurement of volt~ges wa~ a~complished by the use of _a
Tec~tronix Type 514 AD Scop~ whose vertic.a1·amplifier upp~r
-f requency limit. ,,~as 10 Mc.

T~e sc_ope was the only voltage in-

d~qator _~vailabl~· in .tl'l:8:t ~r~q~ency range with _suffici~nt sensitivity~

The high freq-qe:q.cy _p roqe had to - be. useq. to keep

· shunt capaci taµqe _to a minimurµ ~,rhic;h w~s 11.J.. ~frds .-~ _The calibrated voltag~ .r~ge 011: th~ ~cop~ was from .03. to .50.rolts
peak ~o peak _with a _maxim11:m ·vertical sen~i.t ivity of .03 vo:t.t· ..
per _cm.

The input; voltage was on the orcLer of .001.5 volts.

Therefore, the input volta·ge _at l;>e~t i_s· ~- close -~pprox~mation.
The ove~all. power g~in of _ th~

49 • 4 db~

~~~-e

amplifi_er:s in ser~es was

I:Q.dividtlally th~ ampJ.Jf i ·e~·s totaled to a ga.in of ·

.52._6 ·db. -whtch. c~n be se~n ·rr9m Table VI.-

The po_we~ :Lost in

the coupling _n .~~~.,o~ks can be computed . from . the equ~ t~_o1:1 -~L-- =
10 logi-~1/n wnere _n i _~ th~ etri~i~nqy ~~;tcul~ted f:rom Equation

34 Chapt~r·v.

c.iency is 86%.

The power lost is

.66 db~.and the effi-
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C.onclu.sions.

The· actual theoretical gain· for the am-

plifier should be from 18 db to 21.6 dl;>. Neglecting the losses ·

in the coupling networks, the overall gain should be 54 to

·64.8 db. depending ·on the value of rb'Cc.

The overall gain

actually obtained ·was 51.38 neglecting coil losses.

The

gain obtained was slightly low; howeve1--, considering the
limitations on the theor~tical equation for pm·rnr gain and
parameter variations the results were reliable.

CHAPTER VII

THE VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR'

A.

INTRODUCTIOH

· . Quite frequently an alter1:iat-~ng ctn··rent . energy source
is required_ for some appliqation, this energy can be supplied
by a trans.istor oscillator. · -The purpose of this chapter is
to design a radio frequency 9scillator which ·will operate a-t
10 Mc. and be variably· tuned.
.
.

The main objective . here is to

obtain a design procedure, if a particular specification is
desired once the procedure has been determi~ed the design
can be modified to fulfill these conditions.

B.

DESIGr-T OF 10 MC . VARIABLE FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

Design procedure. It has been shmm that the

11

T 11

equivalent circuit can be used in the analysis of transistor
oscillators 12 if .the effective capaci.t ance across the collector to base region is assumed to modify .t he. resonant :f)•_e quency by its shunt ca.paci ta.nee.

The use of the high f _requency__.

· circuit in the analysis of oscillators provides accurate_results in the establishing or conditions for oscillations.

The general feedback circuit is shown in Pig.
)j
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~J

Al,~u,r11J1Jf
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FIG. 15
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GENERAL FEEDB&CK cmcuIT

The amplifier 1~ assumed to haTe zero i~put impedance,

an output impedance Z, a short circuit current ampl1f1oat1on
'

Qt. A

:!. and

1

0

be unilater~l.

The feedback network has for a

short-circuited output, an input impedance

z1

and a current

ampl1f1cation8.

The current amplification when the amplifier is working 1nto the feedback network is

I< ::. A;t.

~o
~I>.., -~ A.

(40) .

The starting condition for os9111ation.1s that the

total current amplification be unity, that is,·

(41)
(42)

S6

The transistor does not have zero input impedanoe,
but, by combining the parameters rb' and re,' with the teed ""
• ,

back network the oirouit is arranged as shown in Pig.
C,

17.

-----11-·- - -- - - - - - -

R

FIG. 16 'HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
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FIG. 17
If in Equation 42 r

0

GENERAL FEEDBACK DIAGRAM
is substituted for Z

0

and.(for Aj

(4))

5?

The input impedance to the network is usl,\ally much less than'
r0•

With good ~pproximation~ is equal t~ 1~.

The teedbaok.

network can be represented as shown in Fig. 18 if 1c
1e

~

1

1

~

= 13

FIG. 18

FEEDBACK NETWORK

8will be equal to 1 ;1 which is the current amplification
3 1
of the feedbacl( network. The analysis may be simplified if
it is realized that the capacitance

the emitter circuit.

c

provides feedbaok to
1
If X~ is made small in oompe.ris()JI to

the input impedance of the e~itter circuit it can be neglected
with little loss of accuraoy.

The resistance -~ whioh •)mnta

the emitter input can be neglected if it is required t~~.B
be much larger than the inpu~ impedance of the transistor.;
The.function of R is twofold, it developes the feedbao~ ~Qlt-

age, and provides bias to the amplifier.

When these _appz-o~~

illationa are incorporated in the feedback network the resultant circuit is shown in Fig. 19.

,a

•

L,

t-/
b

_____________
FIG. 19

______.

APPROXIMATE FEEDBACK NETWORK

T1ae·ren1-1nc loop eqWltiona are1

1,. (l'L7 ~"~ ) ~ ~ I'~

.,. 13 flfz.

(44)

""~#)
I

~ ~'~ 7' ~ ~ " ) = ./z (,J L1. -1- ~If) .J. -4. I'1,
Uli'f.fE

/

Lr :;:l.1 "'4 ,;,z17

<4,)

Blia1Da,~ 1 2 from the sboye equations

Z[

tt/f+).. {t-4 ,.~~ J} }fir . ,,.~)/,,i, ,.1-; ,.t-~)-A ~ 1"<46)
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In the ana1Ts1s of the feedback notwork 1t waa found
top the loop gain to be uni t7 a

proximately equal to 1/o(.

,1on 4?

I

was requi~ vhioh was ap..

To errect th1e relationehlp Equa-

aet equal to 1/o(' s

11118

iL1. +tt~ + ~;~ .,.;(

-'-=

J

(t>/.7 ~),)/f'L1.}-f,'2r_,h')\~'~1;)/;,l,-1Jc)

o(
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< >

The real part of the numerator multipl1~ b7 ~ .aa

••t

equal to ,he real part of the denominator, and the 1m&g1DaJT

part ot the denominator was eet equal to~ multiplied by the
real part

or

the numerator.

Equating the imaginary parts

o( /-"

I/
,!'',r

1

.,. ;4-· c.

/ ,/ -= , --,~

~

1

~1:'• J{/!~,~

.,,.!'~ )

For this to be a.n equality (p~ + 1/pC)

( 49)
muat be aero.

'l'hu.8• at reaonanoe the effeotiTe series impedanoe

01rou1, 1• zero.

•lnee th• Q

or

ot the tank

The rea1stanoe of the 0011 ,... negleo\ed.

thtt 0011 wae approx1ma,e1T

1.so.

( ~ + 1/pC) to zero we obtain
I

fQi

= '-r C-

Eq\lll\lng the real pa:rte the following Pelation.ahlp 1•

obulnec.ta

_/ LiC 1-lf
, ,. / I
.L}-rr7zj,_
.,./'f)'
=-/' Z(f'l.Tr/J{
(l.i
. --£

oc;

11.Dee ( ~ + 1/pC) 11 equal \o zero

(.:.1)

_,
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<><'

L"'- ~ H =

-fi "/II}

('2)

7.. .

ldllob the magn1tu4e ot (L + !-f) relatiYe to
2
oso111at1ona to st~~t !s obtained

ti-o11

tX:

Lt

<,,,

L1... f- /f
-----:---- --

I

~

to'P

L.... "j~

'l'hia nte&ls toot L

2

+ K must be very muan lsrgff than

L + M. I\ was found, hOW9Yer. the point at Whiob Ute tap
1
tor teedbaek W&9 placed on \he osc1llsto~ ooll ~ aot orl\1-

. .1.

O.ell1&,1ons wor~ started &nd 1w,talne4 b7 th• OMlll.&-

2/22 < N /N < 22/22. The induoMJIO•
1 2
use4 bad a valµe of 1.5.5 ra1oro hen.r!~" nnd waa reeone\ed with

'°r tor tUPna ratios

or

a oapa4itor whioh could be varied from 5 to 20 p~P49.
The fNK],uency ra.tl3C'- over which the olrou1 t wae tu.nable ,... to be thsoret1oolly

9.2 Mo to 16.8 Mo.

Th• Yaluea ol,..

ta1ne4 rrom tho c1rou1t were ?.48 ;~o and 16.6.S llp.

Thi• re-

oulted 1n a 2.9t~% error at the _low e?ld and r. 1.2~ error at

the high end.

Th~ 1natrumont.. ueed -t.1~ the 4eterm1nnt1on ot

rpequenoy w~e the Teohtron1X -Type ·· 51_1.. ATJ Osoillo scope whioh
ha8 e max1munt sweep 0f .1 usec/,or en.

t\ t -

tar: rnegaoycles a

reuonable :ttpprox1mntion to tho a._c tunl Rignnl rrequenOJ' is
obtalrt«1 •

There is n. h14Ih .probnbi 11 ty

or

019 ror

in reading

the soope fe.oe, ainoe 1/20 th or a o~ntermeter ei-ror 1n
reading the soope rieeult• in

quer.oy.

P..

1/2 mege-oycle error in

..

tn-

The stability ot the oso1llator · oould not be deter-
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mineo. due to ·the limitations of .the available measuring equipment·.•

The tunabi~ · range of f _requenc~es was 16.··65 Ne to 2.5
He.. The uppef _limit , coui~ ·be ext_e.n ~ed· if . s_m all v~lues. of
inductanqe were used..

The low.er ·limi ii coµla.~. be exten~e.d "if

larger yalu~_s. of inductance · were us·e d.

Decp_~ asing . t.he fre.:.

quency to 2 .5 He by th_e ·addition of capaci t~nce caused a
continued decre{:3.se _in collector load i!Jlped~ce to s~ch an ex..

tent that oscillations could no lon·g er be sustained. ·

The output

w~~

ta~en· from the voli;9-ge q.eveloped a-

cross the emitter resis:tqr R ·show~ in Fig _._: 18.

If maximum

output power from.th~ _Ul':l,it .was .required i~ coµld be _obtain~d
by transformer coupling.

The coupling required to.effect maxi-

~um po~er is determi~ed by matching the load to the Qutput impedance of the transistor assuming Class A operation.·

The cir-

cuit output is determined by the maxfmum _· vol tage swl11g ·of ·the
collect.o r.

·The oscillati.ons: build. up until t}?.e
power ·.d. 1s.

sipated ~s equal to . the pqw~r gen~~ated or until a point o!
nonli~earity i~ reached preventing a further .change -in collector current.

Bias network.

Th~ bi~s networlt us.e d 9n · the- o~cilla:tqr

was · the .sam~ one designed . for the grounded emitter _amplifie~.and provided good results.

The . legitimacy of using this same

·62

network is verified·if the effect on stability ·is examined
due to a·-2 K resistance in the emitter circuit •. · ·The stability
is defined by Equati_on 30 • .. This chang~ i~ ~
.

.

value of S

=

.

1

·r~sults in a

1·. 12 instead· o:r.· 2. 94.

·Conclusion •. The frequency output of the. oscillatqr was_
describe·d adequately by the equatiqns developed, and the _condition for oscillations to start was verified.·

CHAPTER VIII
SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL JNVESTIGATION
In. the course of th~s study on. trans_istors _the author ·
became aware qf three _additiona~ ~ubjects ·whic~ migh~ pro~e
fruitful if i~v~stigateq..

~pecific _problems are not pre~ .· ·.

sented· here but, rather, · a __genera~ ~r~a which .might be con· Sidered for additional developement. ·

. Intermediate frequency ~mpl_i fi_ers. to be used. ip. a communication r(;}ceiv_e r _usually .-must have p~ovisions f9r auto~atic
ga_in· control'.'

'I'he gain control . of. s~ages is important ·:when

the input signal varies in intensity.

This might be caused ·

by radio frequency· "skip" of ·signals which depend on the
refractive effects of the ionosphere for long_distince transmiss-ion.

Vacuum tube . trancqnductance
· can .be_ easily
·v aried. :bY
'.
.
.
.

.

gain.

.

.·

Transistors, howev:er, hav~ essentially
the ~am·e . OU?';.;
. .
.··

.

·rent gain ov;er ·a wide varia~iol: of the operating poi.n t • . ~
dependable

means

by wh:i.ch thi~ gain oa~_be adequately con-

trolled pr.esents an interesting· problem.

Mixer c·ircui ts and converters are . important to re-
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cei V(;3r..s and an investigation of the design of ~11.ese · two c.irCU;i t_s WOUld be vaiuable •.

Ah Understandine; ··of: the design ·of .

.the two circu~ ts presente~· i~ this thesis,"· and the thr·ee

addi tion~l subjects mention.ed he·re, should' 'prove helpful

to· an engineer .Y_onsidering ·a future in trans;i.stor circuit design·.
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APPENDIX I

A.

PARTIALLY NEUTRALIZED OUTPUT IMPEDANCE'

The followi;ng is a determination of ·the partially neutralized output impedance_ of a transistor using a high fre- ·
quenoy equivalent ciroui t.

.T ~e

prooedur.e · : presente_d pro-:-

vides a method for determination of the output· impedance
with a feedback path.

The equations presented here a~e

of the -transistor alone and do ·not consider t~e stray oapaoAtance which is present in a practical circuit.

The neutralizing network is shotm in Fig. 20.

6',

nC11

1

f--4.,,
d.--,·-

~rA"Jl

'":~q}t!q

JI

8.1

~; /tdCH .

FIG. 20

~?.~

:f(//e~

~</$('q

HEUTRALIZING lIBT:-lORK

The short circuit admittance equations for the neu-

tralizing circµit are
~::

~~~

t4~a.

(54)

.,/-z.. =

e,f-a.1

,' ~J<-i.

(5.5)
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Figo 21 is the high :frequency equi v~lent ·circuit of the· .
transistoro

I

~/2::

FIGo 21

/e .

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

The determinant o:r the open circuited z parameters in Figo 21
is

The neutralizing cir.cuit .i s in parallel with the transistor, thereforep
·1r the
transistor z parameters are
con.
.
.
verted toy parameters~ they can be ·added together as shown
in Equation 60.o

The open circuit impedance equations ·are

e,, ~ r,, 4
e'a : Z-u

.

+ if!-;"2.A.

,I, + Z"a -a.

/z.

(.57)

(58)

c~erdton ot ·tho

op~_··: c1rou1b

~~era ·to -t1201~:~. · · ·

squlrolen~ ·y · pararzletora .1s. ohotM· in Equation j9~ .

[yl~ [Z~i .>-·.~ · _,J
-- . · . ·

. - ~,.,
.

.CS9). ·

. . .:'l,,
.·
A~

~

.

'

rho ·a.rroy . ·toi' -.~he . short· OiFOUit e.dm1ttailoo ·param0to~e . of . tbe3 ·.:
[1Clltrel1z1ng network a.M transiat·o r is .··

[>}[ ~ . ~
+

.

·'. .

.(60)

.;11..\ .. ~"'

The determinant of

~./.J,,·r.~q ~;1,;·,1.;': ~/+/:£(1;,'-.//c!)
••

••

.,

#

•

~0 :

(v
6

= 1/Rg)

.$/,;' ..J;

4/ +/i~.JJ
Uhwe Rg(<

Th~
Ca

.o

fora · Z

Cn
0

c

i _e

•

•

•

-a generator ·a4m1ttanoe>_o qual

The output 1mpooanoe ._tt1.th

to 16

;

is · .

= z le I.,. r./f-

,2

~.

f-e(

o(/v/Z' h ',./;, '(!--«) +1-,d; (62)

! ".!I.,;; ..1>'_.... 'e ,'-/-i, (/4" ·
A("' ·. ·
;e-.,

? ·

xon• .· · · ·· .•

Paranleto~~ 'val_':1e:s ·, are ~o~ · ~1) ~ 5 ~ .rl)' a 11(? :·ohmso .':
1_.S pf~o~ -~ -i Rg' ·~- 2p4 ohmso . . The resulting value..
12o.82 - . .159S_>oMs.::~. .
..

Bo SHORT CIB_~

.

.

.

..

,

~

.-OtJTP.UT : IHPEDANCE -:. .
- ...- ·
•

l

•

'

••

•

•

~

. ..
.,

.

..

·

•

· ,· ,

The ~OJ)E)n . cirG\11t ·:;:zjw.rainetere of_.. th_e ·. trenoistor · Ell°0 . ·
ohown _1n Equntiono S? _· and ::S~~ . ·__- -So~ying ·f?r .·Z 0· \11th

to ' zo~ ·11elde·- . . . · . . · . ..

. . . .... · . .' , ··.

.

.

-~e t oquai···:.
~-

· ..· . ·_ ·;·
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.Z-=

c?...
::Z1z Zu
-<'t_ =- --~-/-/- -

t-Z 2 l(64)

Substituting values as in part A the output impedance obt,a1ned

1e 12 - J1610 ohms
An examination

or

the Equations tor Z0 in

pan

A

o..,d

B shows the ree1st1'f'e components to be approxiraatel7 e,111&1
and, the oapao1t&noe to d1i-rer by 11 pf'rds.

APPENDIX I I .

SHORT CIRCUITED INPUT IfJIPlIDANCE DETERRINATION
The equivalent circuit . used to determine tho input im~

pedanoe is shown below in Figo 22.

n-~~--l\fV..AMr-__,~---...l......\NV\i¥-'--r~,----,-~---,C

I

r

.I
--~~~~~--l--__._~~~~-L--..L--:---~~~

}-b' =

e

rb ::
FIG. 22

BA

olo rot
/-o(

CS> E"

RE" s , ~Tf>t ~ cE:

C6e

~

e

C'c

I
I
4
-r/;c
=--le
h:/

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT cmcuIT

When the collector and emitter are shorted the resulting input_ impedance is

(66)

·_71·

The input impedance calcu~ated from Equation

- j71o5 ohms.
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is 486

The parameter values are given in Appendix Io
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